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Advantages and needs in time resolving tracker 
for astro-particle experiments in space
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Outline

• Current and future Cosmic Rays Space experiments: 
their needs and their limitations

• What we can do with timing in the Tracker

• Geant4 simulation and ideas to optimize the layout
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AMS-02: A precision, multipurpose, up to TeV spectrometer
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AMS-02: A precision, multipurpose, up to TeV spectrometer

~2KW
10Mpbs

AMS: facts

• 5 m x 4 m x 3m
• 7.5 tons

• 300k channels

• more than 600 
microprocessors 
(DSP) to reduce 

from 7 Gb/s to 10 
Mb/s

• total power 
consumption < 2.5 

kW

• on board ISS since 
19/May/2011 
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AMS-02: A precision, multipurpose, up to TeV spectrometer
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Measures Velocity and Charge of particles
The amplitude spectra for different ions have then been

corrected for the scintillator response. The result is shown in
Fig. 21.

The charge resolution of a single counter, shown in Fig. 22,
degrades with an increasing charge, as expected given the
saturation of the emitted light. In AMS-02 the charge resolution
is expected to improve by a factor two, using four independent
measurements of the energy deposited by the particle in the four
TOF layers. Therefore, the complete TOF detector should allow ion
identification up to charge Z ! 15.

The time-of-flight resolution, measured between the two AMS-
02 counters and shown in Fig. 23, decreases with increasing Z,
following the formula:

st ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P1

Z

" #2

þP2
2

s

with P1 ¼ 15972 ps and P2 ¼ 7971 ps. The first term in the
resolution is inversely proportional to Z and hence to the square
root of the number of photoelectrons produced by the particle;
the second term is a constant representing the overall time
resolution of the electronics chain (including cables).

6. The LTOF and UTOF detectors assembly

The mechanical supports for TOF planes are designed to be
accommodated into the general mechanical structure of AMS-02.
They have been calculated through structural and modal analysis,
to sustain the acceleration and vibration stresses induced during
the early stage of the Space Shuttle take-off and to define the
eigenfrequencies of the overall systems. Vibrational and TVT tests
on prototypes of single sub-assembly or parts were performed at
an early phase of the design to validate it. Special care was used to
ensure that PMTs could stand the induced stresses. The support-
ing structure has been consequently designed to minimize them.

Figs. 24 and 25 show the exploded view of the mechanical
structure of upper and lower TOF, respectively.

A rigid aluminum honeycomb plate is used as a general
support structure attached to the USS. Light aluminized carbon
fiber covers enclose each layer, ensuring the necessary light
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Fig. 20. Signal amplitude as a function of the particle charge. The dashed line is
the best fit with Birks’ law as explained in the text.
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Fig. 21. Detector response, corrected for saturation, as a function of the ion charge.
The dashed lines represent the Gaussian fit to the various peaks.
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Fig. 22. Charge resolution of single counter response, corrected for saturation, as a
function of the ion charge.
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Fig. 23. Time resolution of the detector as a function of the ion charge. The dashed
line is the fit to the data, as explained in the text.

V. Bindi et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 623 (2010) 968–981976

Single Counter (pre-Flight):
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- σt = 100 ps @Z=2
- σt =   80 ps @Z=6
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Measures Velocity and Charge of particles
The amplitude spectra for different ions have then been

corrected for the scintillator response. The result is shown in
Fig. 21.

The charge resolution of a single counter, shown in Fig. 22,
degrades with an increasing charge, as expected given the
saturation of the emitted light. In AMS-02 the charge resolution
is expected to improve by a factor two, using four independent
measurements of the energy deposited by the particle in the four
TOF layers. Therefore, the complete TOF detector should allow ion
identification up to charge Z ! 15.

The time-of-flight resolution, measured between the two AMS-
02 counters and shown in Fig. 23, decreases with increasing Z,
following the formula:

st ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P1

Z
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with P1 ¼ 15972 ps and P2 ¼ 7971 ps. The first term in the
resolution is inversely proportional to Z and hence to the square
root of the number of photoelectrons produced by the particle;
the second term is a constant representing the overall time
resolution of the electronics chain (including cables).

6. The LTOF and UTOF detectors assembly

The mechanical supports for TOF planes are designed to be
accommodated into the general mechanical structure of AMS-02.
They have been calculated through structural and modal analysis,
to sustain the acceleration and vibration stresses induced during
the early stage of the Space Shuttle take-off and to define the
eigenfrequencies of the overall systems. Vibrational and TVT tests
on prototypes of single sub-assembly or parts were performed at
an early phase of the design to validate it. Special care was used to
ensure that PMTs could stand the induced stresses. The support-
ing structure has been consequently designed to minimize them.

Figs. 24 and 25 show the exploded view of the mechanical
structure of upper and lower TOF, respectively.

A rigid aluminum honeycomb plate is used as a general
support structure attached to the USS. Light aluminized carbon
fiber covers enclose each layer, ensuring the necessary light
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Fig. 20. Signal amplitude as a function of the particle charge. The dashed line is
the best fit with Birks’ law as explained in the text.
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Fig. 21. Detector response, corrected for saturation, as a function of the ion charge.
The dashed lines represent the Gaussian fit to the various peaks.
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Fig. 22. Charge resolution of single counter response, corrected for saturation, as a
function of the ion charge.
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Fig. 23. Time resolution of the detector as a function of the ion charge. The dashed
line is the fit to the data, as explained in the text.

V. Bindi et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 623 (2010) 968–981976

Single Counter (pre-Flight):
- σt = 180 ps @Z=1
- σt = 100 ps @Z=2
- σt =   80 ps @Z=6

In Flight:
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The amplitude spectra for different ions have then been
corrected for the scintillator response. The result is shown in
Fig. 21.

The charge resolution of a single counter, shown in Fig. 22,
degrades with an increasing charge, as expected given the
saturation of the emitted light. In AMS-02 the charge resolution
is expected to improve by a factor two, using four independent
measurements of the energy deposited by the particle in the four
TOF layers. Therefore, the complete TOF detector should allow ion
identification up to charge Z ! 15.

The time-of-flight resolution, measured between the two AMS-
02 counters and shown in Fig. 23, decreases with increasing Z,
following the formula:

st ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P1

Z

" #2

þP2
2

s

with P1 ¼ 15972 ps and P2 ¼ 7971 ps. The first term in the
resolution is inversely proportional to Z and hence to the square
root of the number of photoelectrons produced by the particle;
the second term is a constant representing the overall time
resolution of the electronics chain (including cables).

6. The LTOF and UTOF detectors assembly

The mechanical supports for TOF planes are designed to be
accommodated into the general mechanical structure of AMS-02.
They have been calculated through structural and modal analysis,
to sustain the acceleration and vibration stresses induced during
the early stage of the Space Shuttle take-off and to define the
eigenfrequencies of the overall systems. Vibrational and TVT tests
on prototypes of single sub-assembly or parts were performed at
an early phase of the design to validate it. Special care was used to
ensure that PMTs could stand the induced stresses. The support-
ing structure has been consequently designed to minimize them.

Figs. 24 and 25 show the exploded view of the mechanical
structure of upper and lower TOF, respectively.

A rigid aluminum honeycomb plate is used as a general
support structure attached to the USS. Light aluminized carbon
fiber covers enclose each layer, ensuring the necessary light
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Fig. 20. Signal amplitude as a function of the particle charge. The dashed line is
the best fit with Birks’ law as explained in the text.
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Fig. 21. Detector response, corrected for saturation, as a function of the ion charge.
The dashed lines represent the Gaussian fit to the various peaks.
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Fig. 22. Charge resolution of single counter response, corrected for saturation, as a
function of the ion charge.
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Fig. 23. Time resolution of the detector as a function of the ion charge. The dashed
line is the fit to the data, as explained in the text.
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Single Counter (pre-Flight):
- σt = 180 ps @Z=1
- σt = 100 ps @Z=2
- σt =   80 ps @Z=6

In Flight:

σβ=4% 
σt=160ps @1m

σβ=0.4%
(à σt=16ps @1m)

σβ=0.1%
(~ σt=4ps @1m)

Velocity resolution is crucial for 
isotopical measurements:

- d and anti-d

- 3He/4He

- 6Li/7Li
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• 9 layers of double sided silicon
detectors arranged in 192 ladders

• ~6 m2

• total of 200k channels for ~ 200 watt

• 10 µm (30 µm) spatial resolution in 
bending (non bending) plane

• momentum resolution ~10% @10 GeV

• high dynamic range front end for charge
measurement

• wide temperature range
(-20/+40 survival, -10/+30 oper.)

• 6 honeycomb carbon fiber plane

• detector material ~ 0.04 X0

27/02/19 9Matteo Duranti - TREDI2019

AMS-02: Silicon Tracker
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• 1024 high dynamic range, AC coupled readout channels:

- 640 on junction (S) side

- 384 on ohmic (K) side

• Implant/readout pitch: 

- 27.5/110 μm ("S"/junction/bending side)

- 104/208 μm ("K"/ohmic/non-bending side)

192 flight units
7 – 15 wafers (28 – 60 cm) each

AMS-02: Silicon "ladder"
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AMS-02: Silicon "ladder"
AMS ladder S-side (horizontal strips)  AMS ladder S-side (horizontal strips)  

2014/12/1 3 

Strip 639 

Strip 0 

Bonding 

Readout (implantation) strips: 640 (642*2) 
Readout (implantation) pitch:  110μm (27.5) 
 
Active area of one sensor:  70.669 * 39.909 mm2  
Gap between 2 sensors (along Y axis):  40μm 
Gap between 2 active area (along Y axis): 715 + 40 + 715 = 1470μm 

X 

Y 

X 

Y 

X

AMS ladder K-side (vertical strips)  

2014/12/1 4 

Strip 0 Strip 191 

Bonding 

Strip 383 

Readout (implantation) strips: 192(384) 
Readout (implantation) pitch:  208μm (104) 
 
Strip ID of sensor 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10:  0 ~ 191 
Strip ID of sensor 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11:  192 ~ 383 
Active area of one sensor:  70.623 * 40.007 mm2  
Gap between 2 active area (along Y axis): 676 + 40 + 676 = 1392μm 

X 

Y 

Strip 0 

AMS ladder K-side (vertical strips)   

X 

Y 

AMS ladder S-side (horizontal strips)  AMS ladder S-side (horizontal strips)  

2014/12/1 3 

Strip 639 

Strip 0 

Bonding 

Readout (implantation) strips: 640 (642*2) 
Readout (implantation) pitch:  110μm (27.5) 
 
Active area of one sensor:  70.669 * 39.909 mm2  
Gap between 2 sensors (along Y axis):  40μm 
Gap between 2 active area (along Y axis): 715 + 40 + 715 = 1470μm 

X 

Y 

X 

Y 
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64CHAPTER4.THEMICROSTRIPDETECTORSINTHEAMSEXPERIMENT

4.5K5andK7Upilexcables(K-side)

Thecablesaremadeofa50µmthickUpilexfoil.Thestripsusedtotransmitthesignalsare
composedofa1.5µmthickgoldlayercoveredbya5µmthickcopperlayer.Thestandard
cableversion(K5),usedforinternallayerladders,isschematicallyshowninfigure4.11,a
simplifiedrepresentationisshowninfigure4.9.The192readoutstripsofsensors1,3,5,7,...
aredaisychained,andcorrespondtotheVApreamplifiers(seesection4.7.2)1to3(channels
1to192).The192readoutstripsofsensors2,4,6,8,...aredaisychainedandcorrespond
toVApreamplifiers4to6(channels193to384).Thecablethusreducesthen·384stripsto
2·192readoutchannels.Table4.3describestherelationbetweenthereadoutchannelsand
thesiliconreadoutstrips.

ChannelStrip

1and193384

2and194382

3and195380
..
.

..

.

191and3834

192and3841

Table4.3:K-sidestripandchannelclassification.Channels1to192correspondtoodd
positionsensors,channels193to384correspondtoevenpositionsensors.

To
 e

le
ct

ro
ni

cs

Figure4.9:ThewayK5UpilexchainsthesiliconstripsontheK-side;forclarity,onlyone
groupisshownbonded.

Then-stripsignalroutingismoreelaboratefortheouterlayerladders:theK7design
(figure4.12)mixesstripsofneighbouringsensorsusingtwodi↵erentUpilexstrippitches.
The384readoutchannelsaredividedin12groupsof32channels.Asshowninfigure4.12,
thesensorn-stripsaredividedin7groupsof32strips.Asanexample,considersensors1
and2.Withsuchabondingscheme,toreadoutthedetectionsurfaceofbothsensors,the
stripgroups6and7ofsensor2areconnectedtochannelgroups1and2.K5/7Upilex
dimesionsaredescribedinappendixB.2.ThebondingschemeoftheK7Upilexisdescribed
inappendixE.3.

Y

Y

X

"multiplicity" (or "ambiguity"): the 1500-3000 K-side 
channels needed for each ladder are "merged" into 384. 
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6-10 VA_hdr64a (IDEAS, NO)
640 channels, 0.7 mW power each
CR-RC shaper and S&H
4 µs shaping time
100 MIP dynamic range

double sided, DC coupled 
300 µm thickness
7 - 15 sensors in a
ladder produced at:

- Colybris, CH
- IRST, IT

27/02/19 12Matteo Duranti - TREDI2019

AMS-02: Ladder hybrids

700 pF coupling
capacitances

upilex cable
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DAMPE: DArk Matter Particle Explorer

PSD: scintillators
Z, charged-CR from γ

STK: 6 tracking planes + 
3mm tungsten γ converter, Z, 

tracking for charged-CR

BGO: 308 calorimetric BGO 
bars (~31 radiation lengths)
Trigger, E measurement

NUD: neutron detector to 
identify hadrons (from 

electron and γ)

g

charged-CR

27/02/19 13Matteo Duranti - TREDI2019

In orbit on a 
Chinese Satellite 

since 17/Dec/2015
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Ladder:
- single sided
- 320 µm
- 121/242 µm implant/read-out 

pitch à 35 µm resolution
- 9.5*38 cm2 (4*9.5*9.5 cm2)
- pitch 240 μm
- resolution 40 μm
- 6 * va140 FE chip, 0.3 mW each

DAMPE: Silicon-Tungsten Tracker-Converter

27/02/19 14Matteo Duranti - TREDI2019

Tracker:
- 7 m2

- 12 layers for single sided microstrip 
detectors (6 for X and 6 for Y)

- 3 * 1mm W foils
- 70k channels
- 25 W for FE + 35 W for read-out

Layer:
- 4 "quarters"
- 4 ladders per quarter
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HERD: High Energy Radiation Detector
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46 PAYLOAD

Figure 4.1 Comparision of calorimeter design between HERD and previous missions

Figure 4.2 Explosive view of HERD payload

HERD on the Chinese Space 
Station (2024-2025):
- LYSO calorimeter (55 radiation 

lengths, 3 interaction lengths)
- 5 sides PSD
- 5 sides Tracker
- small TRD for hadronic energy 

calibration

Tracker:
- 40 m2

- 200-400k channels
- ~ 100 W for FE
- ~ 200 W for read-out 
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ALADInO: Antimatter Large Acceptance Detector In Orbit
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HERD on L2:
- LYSO calorimeter (61 radiation lengths, 

3.5 interaction lengths)
- 2π PSD (and ToF)
- 2π Tracker (Spectrometer)
- 3T (0.8T average) B-field by "hot" super-

conducting magnet (MgB2)

Tracker:
- 80 m2

- 1.5M channels
- ~ 1 kW
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Timing in an astro-particle tracker

Including the timing into the Tracker of an astro-particle detector permits to:

• substitute (or provide full redundancy to) any other ToF detector (i.e. planes of 
scintillators) in measuring β à isotopic composition for nuclear species (combined with 
E or p measurement); 

• solve different problematics as: 

- identification of the hits coming from back-scattering from the calorimeter. 
Example: identify photons without vetoing when large back-scattering (DAMPE: 
photons lost due to back-scattering 30%@100GeV, 50%@1TeV);

- e/p identification. The presence of a low energy (i.e. β<1) back-scattered particles
(i.e. hadrons) from a shower identifies the CR as hadron;   

- solve the "ghost" problem, typical of a microstrip silicon sensor, from back-
scattering, pile-up particles, etc…; 

27/02/19 Matteo Duranti - TREDI2019 17
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MC Simulation
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Silicon Tracker BGO calorimeter

MC Simulation:

- based on Geant4 (via Generic 

Geant Simulation, GGS, by N.Mori

https://baltig.infn.it/mori/GGSSoftware)

- simple geometry "a la DAMPE"

- only tracker + calorimeter

Informations saved:

- energy lost and deposited

- spatial coordinates

- timing

https://baltig.infn.it/mori/GGSSoftware
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Back-scattering
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Simulating a timing 

resolution (gaussian 

with σ=100ps)

Δt=65ps=c*2cm

A simple cut (e.g. 550ps
from the first), removes:

• ~ 40% of the hits

• ~ 90% of the back-

scattering hits
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What we can do…

• new FE + current microstrip silicon detectors: develop a custom 
FE or borrow something developed for something similar, e.g.

INFN-TO chip:
- up to 25ps resolution à ~ 100ps with our sensors (to try!)
- 3mW per channel (10 times our current FE)

• LGAD + custom FE (assuming INFN-TO chip):
- 30ps (?) (far beyond 160ps of AMS ToF)
- 3mW per channel (10 times our current FE)
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How to stay into the power limitations?
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- "timing" layer
- "normal" layer

• basic capabilities kept

• isotopic separation / β
resolution degraded

• timing redundancy and 
efficiency reduced
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How to stay into the power limitations?
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Adopt the "multiplicity" 
concept also for the timing 
coordinate:

- "group" different strips
into a single time 
measurement

- optimize the "pattern" 
for the grouping (using the 
MC simulation

t1 tM

vs

t1

tM

x1
1, …, x1

N xM
1, …, xM

N x1
1, …, x1

N xM
1, …, xM

N
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Conclusions
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• The advantages coming from timing layers into the Tracker of an 
astro-particle detector are clear

• We want to "couple" our sensors to a "modern" FE time-capable 
and measure the time resolution

• A Geant4 simulation is being developed to:

- evaluate the costs/benefits between the "lazy"
(~ 100ps) and the LGAD (30ps) solutions

- optimize the geometry to bring the power
consumption inside the typical limitations of a
space experiment  



Backup
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Tracker Thermal Cooling 
System (TTCS)
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AMS-02: Cooling with 2-phases CO2 pumped loop
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AMS-02 Front End circuit:
• preamplifier-shaper ASICs, VA (this is the expensive part of the hybrid). Each VA 

reads 64 micro-strips;
• VA digital control sequence circuit, HCC;
• doupling capacitor pad, RCAMS (can be easily removed if silicon already in DC);
• operational amplifier to send a differential signal to the ADC board (TDR), AD8052;
• a temperature sensor, DS1820;
• two versions: ”grounded” for the junction side and “floating” the ohmic, biased, 

side. Up to 10 VA’s per side;

Junction side
(silicon side, S)

Ohmic side
(kapton side, K)

4.7. THE TRACKER FRONT END ELECTRONICS: THE HYBRIDS 67

4.7 The Tracker Front End electronics: the hybrids

Two separate boards are used to read out the ladder, one for each side. The S-side board
reads 640 channels, while the K-side reads out 384 channels. The main hybrid structure is
the same on both sides: the first stage is composed of decoupling capacitor chips (RCAMS),
the second stage is composed of the preamplifier/shapers, the VA64_hdr9a. The VA control
sequences are driven by the HCC chip, and the output signals are amplified by AD8052
operational amplifiers. Additionally, the K-hybrid is equipped with a DS1820 temperature
sensor, with a unique serial number, which identifies the ladder. Further components involved
in the ladder bias are described in section 4.8. See appendix A for more information about
the hybrids.

HCC

AD8052

DS1820

RCAMS

VA

Figure 4.13: AMS-02 hybrids: K-side on the left, S-side on the right.

4.7.1 The RCAMS

The RCAMS, produced by Colibrys, is composed of 64 capacitors, each with a typical ca-
pacitance of 725 pF. An additional line, the bias, is available to transmit the bias voltage to
the silicon detectors. The designs for AMS-01 and AMS-02 present di↵erences. The AMS-01
capacitors chip was based on the models used for the ALEPH [37] and L3 [50] experiments
at LEP. The schematic design is presented in figure 4.14. The double Zener diodes protect
the capacitor from heavy charge release which may occur in case of beam loss [50]. The
diodes become conductive, thus avoiding that the charge accumulates on the capacitors and
eventually damages them.

In AMS-02, the RCAMS design has been simplified: as the detector is not exposed to an
intense particle beam, it was decided to suppress the protection diodes. The motivation to
simplify the design was to decrease the risk of having defective capacitor channels, due to a
too low diode conductive threshold voltage, thus hindering the signal to reach the VA input.

4.7.2 The VA preamplifier

The VA, produced by IDEAS, a Norwegian company, exists in versions with di↵erent number
of input channels and various gains. The VA design is originally based on the VIKING design

AMS-02: Front End (“hybrids”)
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After few months of data 
on space the galactic
cosmic rays (GCR) 
nuclear abundances are 
easily observed with an 
unprecedented statistics

En
tr

ie
s

Be

C O

Si

Fe

Abundances not corrected for detector 
efficiencies
H and He prescaled
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AMS-02: Charge collection (few months of data)
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• Collect analog data and 
digitize it (90 µs 
irreducible dead time)

• Perform online data 
compression

• Remove Pedestals
• Calculate and Remove 

Common Noise
• Search Clusters

• Up to 5 KHz trigger rate in 
compressed mode

AMS-02: Data Reduction Board (TDR2)

ADC

DSPGA

analog signal in from a ladder

Vbias decoupling

compressed digital out to crate backplane
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• ~6 m2

• total of 200k channels for ~ 200 watt

• 100 µm pitch à 10 µm (30 µm) spatial
resolution in bending (non bending) 
plane

BOTE:

• x-side, s=sqrt(6)

• maximum length of ladders: l=0.5 m

• #ladders per y-side (or layers) = s/l

• pitch: p = 100 µm = 10-4 m

• #channelsstrip = s*(s/l)/p=120k

à strip = 2*120k ~ 105

à pixel = 120k*120k ~ 1010
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AMS-02: Silicon Tracker – Back of the envelope
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HERD: layout
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ALADINO: Calorimeter

3 cm

3 cm
LYSO

Length: 95 cm
Diameter: 94 cm

X

Z Y

G.F. ~ 2.2 m 2sr

G.F. ~ 9 m
2 sr

G.F. ~ 2.2 m 2sr

Z

X

Weight~(2000+300) kg
N. crystals: ~20.000

Basic crystal: 
hexagonal base 

prisma
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ALADINO: Magnet

Y"
Z"

47
cm

"

300"cm"

22
0"
cm

"

95cm"

Tof"+"trigger"

tracker"

calorimeter"+"trigger""zone"for"
mechanical"structures"
and"services"

!"B"

zone"for"
mechanical"structures"
and"services"

cylinder"
axis"

Benefit from the R&D of high 
temperature superconducting 
magnets (MgB2) for space 
applications (T  ≈ 10÷20 °K)  
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Ghost hits/tracks
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• Cb = 7pF

• Cstrip = 1.2pF/cm

à Cb + Cstrip ~ Cstrip

• Ccoupling = 700pF

à 1/Cstrip + 1/Ccoupling ~ 1/Cstrip

192 flight units
7 – 15 wafers (28 – 60 cm) each

AMS-02: Silicon "ladder"


